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Research Question:
• How can wargames and machine learning be combined 
to train a decentralized swarm of autonomous systems, 
thereby enhancing the human-autonomy team? 
Background:
• Changing Character of War
‒ Democratization of airpower (state & non-state actors) 
‒ Emergence of autonomous swarms (the next paradigm) 
• Lessons from the Study of War
‒ Importance of robust training (Top Gun & Red Flag) 
‒ Speed of decision making (“OODA loop” dominance)
‒ Decentralized command & control (mission command)
Experimental Results:
“Way of Swarm” Framework:
The experimental design used 780,000 
iterations of the wargame, conducted 
over two days, evolving both BLUFOR 
and REDFOR over 30 generations
I II III IV V
Requirements: Create: Train: Validate: Operate:
Form industry-military 
partnership to develop an 
array of mission-specific 
swarm wargames
Integrate wargames with 
machine learning that 
enables direct access into 
the wargame agents
   +
Perform robust sensitivity 
testing as well as real-
world field evaluation
Distribute the AI trained 
algorithm across a swarm 
of autonomous systems
Major Findings:
• Algorithms (beyond operators) as a training priority
• Designing future wargames for AI integration
• Demand to operationalize decentralized swarms
‒ Base defense (find, fix, track hostile actors)
‒ Undersea vehicle patrols (limited data-links)
‒ Collateral scans for kinetic strikes
Future Research:
• Improving the “proof-of-concept” model
‒ Wargame: higher fidelity physics, sensors, drones
‒ Machine Learning: add artificial neural networks
• Robust sensitivity tests and field testing algorithms
• Building a front-end and back-end user interface
• Assessing centralized vs. decentralized advantages
“Success no longer goes to the country that develops a new technology first, but rather to the one that better integrates it 
and swiftly adapts its way of fighting.”  - Defense Secretary James Mattis, January 2018
The research used a genetic algorithm to iteratively play a base defense wargame to train local drone interaction rules for a decentralized 
swarm that generated a desired global behavior. The results showed a reduction in average base damage of 78–82% (p<0.001) when 
comparing the mission effectiveness between a pre-trained and a post-trained defensive drone swarm against a baseline adversary.
